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NEWS-LETTER No. 24 OCTOBER 1982. 

Dear Member, 

The Honorary Secretary hereby gives notice that the Eighth Annual General Meeting of the 
Peak District Mines Historical Society Ltd. will be held at 4.45pm. on Saturday 4th. December 
1982 in the Pump Room of the Peak District Mining Museum, The Pavilion, Matlock Bath, Derbyshire. 

Agenda and Balance sheets will be available before the commencement of the meeting. 

The Companies Act 1948. 

Frank Peel, 
Honorary Secretary. 

As required under Article 24 of the Articles of Association of the Company: 

1. The Honorary Secretary will retire at the Annual General Meeting. 
2. The Honorary Treasurer will retire. 
3. The Honorary Editor will retire. 
4. The Honorary Recorder will retire. 
5. One third of the remaining Council Members will retire. 

The Council elected at the Seventh Annual General Meeting, on Saturday 28th. November 1981 
was as follows:-

Chairman. 
Deputy Chairman. 
Honorary Secretary. 
Honorary Treasurer. 
Honorary Editor. 
Honorary Recorder. 

Ordinary Members:-

Mr. M.J. Luff. 
Mr. F.J. Naylor. 
Mr. F. Peel. * 
Mr. R.W. Mercer. * 
Dr. T.D. Ford. ** 

¥1.I'. G. Rose. "'* 

Mr. A. Gillings. 
l'.r. R. Paulson. 
Mr. J. Pickin. 
Mr. J. Poulter. **"' 
Mrs. S. Riley. 
Vacant. (Formerly Mr. G. Laidler now resigned). 

Those whose names are asterisked ( • ) are not seeking re-election. Those marked (*•) are 
retiring, as required ty the Articles of Association, and are eligible for re-election. Those 
marked (***) are retiring and are not eligible for re-election. 

· 

Fully paid up Members who are aged 18 and over are invited to nominate Members of the 
Society (who are themselves fully paid up and are in agreement with the nomination) for the vacant 
positions on the Council. Nominations are required for the positions of:-

Honorary Secretary. 
Honorary Treasurer. 
Honorary Editor. 
Honorary Recorder. 
Two Ordinary Members. 

A nomination form is enclosed for your use, an unofficial nomination form will be accepted 
so long it is in the form indicated. All nominations must be in the hands of the Secretary by 
20th. November 1982. Proof of posting is not proof of delivery. 

Nominations must be accompanied by a written curriculum vitae·for inclusion in the Agenda 
to be issued at the Annual General Meeting. 



SUBSCRIPTIONS 

The subscriptions for the year ending 31At. August 1983 fall due on the 1st • .  September 
1982. 

·
The rates are as follows:-

Member 
Joint Members 
Family Members 
Junior Members 
Institutional Members 

£6.oo 
£7.00 
£8.oo 
£2.50 
£10.00 

Please make a note and pay your subscription on time. Remember that those unpaid after 
September will not receive a Bulletin and only one further News-letter until the Subscription 
is paid. 

To avoid extra postage charges, it is intended this year to send 1982/3 membership cards 
with the News-letter following date of payment. Should you require your membership card before 
this, please include a S.A.E. with your subscription. 

REMEMBER: Your Membership Card gives you access to the Mining Museum and Temple Mine - so carry 
it with you at ALL TIMES. 

Society Dinner 
The Society Dinner will again be held at the Fishponds Hotel (opposite the Museum and Car 

Parks), Matlock Bath following the Annual General Meeting. 

Please assemble in the Bar (not at the top of the stairs, as this causes inconvenience to 
the staff trying to put the finishing touches to the table layout) of the Fishponds at 6. 45pm. 
for Dinner at 7.oopm. 

Menu:--

Price:-

Guest Speakers: 

A MEETINGt t 

Prawn Cocktail. 

Soup of the Day. 

Roast Pork, Apple Sauce, Stuffing with Wine Jelly, 
Chef's Selection of Vegetables. 

Dutch Apple Pie with Cream. 

Cheese and Biscuits. 

Coffee. 

Wine, White or Red will be �erved with the meal 
and included in the price. 

£6. 75 

H.M. Parker Esq. Harry's oration and slide show is entitled 
•Japanese Journey' & 'Mining Miscellany' 

A film, entitled 'Cornish Adventure' will be presented by J. Jones, 
providing we can obtain the use of the necessary projector. 

Bage Mine, Bolehill, Cromford. Sat/Sun. 9-10th. October 1982 

Meet at GR SK29155499 from 10am. each day. This is an open weekend run by the Wirksworth 
Mines Research Group and to avoid delays will people interested contact J. Jones, 31 Bridgfield, 
Kegworth, Derby beforehand if possible. 

Visitors will descend, by winch, to the 200ft. level and can return from here or the 300ft. 
level which can be reached by two 65ft. ladder pitches. There are over 91000ft. of passages 
and surveys can be supplied if required. Sorry, no hammers. 
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THE BOTALLACK APPEAL 
Most members will have heard of, if not actuaily visited, the famous Botallack Mine near 

St. Just in Cornwall. This was a large concern and worked from 1721 to 1914 for tin, even 
following the lodes out under the sea. 

The miners built two engine houses right on the cliff side, the lower one for pumping 
the 135 fathom Crowns Engine Shaft and the upper one for winding a skip in the 2,500ft. 
inclined Boscawen Shaft. Of all the engine houses in Cornwall, these two are the most famous, 
occupying the dramatic scene that they do, and typifying the efforts of the Cornish miners. 

As massive as they are however, the effects of the Atlantic seas and gales have finally 
taken their toll and they are in danger of collapse. It is VITAL that preservation work is 
begun now before it is too late. 

The local group-Carn Brea Mining Society- has surveyed the present state of the engine 
houses and has set up an appeal fund to allow preservation work to be carried out. It is 
planned to rebuild all walls to eaves level and seal the top, with total re-pointing of both 
inside and outside. In addition to this, door and window lintels need replacing. 

To ensure a proper job, a private contractor is needed and this, together with material 
handling and scaffolding, will cost money. It is planned to commence work in 1983 and the cost 
is estimated at £40,ooo. 

You may well ask yourself, 'why should I be bothered about Cornwall?'. In Derbyshire, apart 
from Magpie, a great number of engine houses have been allowed to fall into ruin or disappear 
completely because we had no sense of urgency. So, let's make up fo� that by helping to preserve 
perhaps the most famous engine houses in the Country. The the next time you visit them on 
holiday you can be proud of the fact that part of them still exists because of your generosity. 

So don't delay any more, the appeal will be gra.teful for whatever you can send no matter 
how large or small. Cheques should be made payable to, 'Carn Brea Mining Society• (Botallack 
Appeal Fund)' and sent to Lawrence Holmes, 'Whispers', La.dock, Truro, Cornwall TR2 4PL. 

If you have ways of promoting the Appeal e.g. displays, etc., there is a small illustrated 
booklet available - send an A4 S.A.E with your donation • 

..., 
..:� �-·;' .. '"' 
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New Members 
New Members elected 18th. June 1982. 

Mr. A.E. G. Allsop. 
Mr. A.R. Atkins. 
Mr. A.J. Farrell. 
Mr. B.P. Kennedy. 
Mr. D, Penney. 
Mr. R. W. Stanton. 
Helen M. Bates. 
J. C. Webster. 
D. J. Mccurdy. 
S.P. Wilson. 
Mr. P. Mustoe. 
Gary R. Mooley. 
Brian A. Hooley. 
Andrew c. Kingman. 
c. Marsland. 
Mr. F.D. Heaton, 

Change of Address: 
Dr. P.J. Rogers. 

Miscellany 
NAMHO CONFERENCE 1983. 

14 Beechdale Close, Beckwe�l Lane, Chesterfield. 
3 Combe Drive, Meir Heath, Stoke-on-Trent. 
222 Croydon Road, Beckingham, Kent. 
18 Welwyn Avenue, Allestree, Derbyshire. 
The Beeches, 8 High Street, New Whittington, Chesterfield. 
156 Princes Roa4, Buckhurst Hill, Essex. 
228 Upper St. John Street, Lichfield, Staffordshire. 
Stubbs Farm� Stanton, Ashbourne, Derbyshire. 
Denefield, 111 Barn Lane, Golborne, Warrington. 
15 Darras Road, Gorton, Manchester. 
�ynlea, Wymeswold Road, Wysall, Nottinghamshire. 
1 New lllmford, Bakewell, Derbyshire. 
1 New lllmford, Bakewell, Derbyshire. 
29 Castle Drive, Bakewell, Derbyshire. 
31 Castle Drive, Bakewell, Derbyshire. 
Bramhan Lodge, Wetherby, West Yorkshire. 

Department of Mines and Energy, P. O Box 1087, Halifax, 
Nova Scotia BBJ 2X1, Canada. 

The NAMHO Conference of 1983 is to be held at the Leeds Industrial Mueum between Friday, 
10th. June and Monday, 13th. June 1983. The venue will consist of short illustrated lectures 
dealing with a wide range of subjects related to the coal, fluorspar and metal mining industries. 

There will be historical and general interest displays with an underground and surface 
trip included over the weekend. 

I hope there is sufficeint information to whet the appetite of all members. Any further 
information may be obtained from R.E. Hewer, 36 Benomley Crescent, Almondbury, Huddersfield, 
Yorkshire. Please send S. A.E. Booking forms will be issued at a later date. 

Richard Hewer. 

THE HISTORY OF THE BRITISH COAL INDUSTRY. 

A Course, organised by The Institute of Industrial Archaeology, is to be held at-the 
University of Birmingham, Saturday 30th. October - Sunday 31et. October. 

The object of this course is to bring together historians working on mining topics, some 
of whom are involved with the N.C.B. history to discuss the current state of research and the 
future directions which it may take. 

The course will range chronologically from the seventeenth century to the twentieth; 
subjects will include the economic history of mining, the development of the new technologies 
for which coal was substituted for other fuels, mining communities and the trade unions, and 
the archaeology of the industry. 

Lectures will be held in the J.G. Smith Building on the University of Birmingham campus 
and lunch and refreshments will be provided. 

The cost is £25 for the weekend or £15 for either of the two days. 

Dinner on the Saturday evening and overnight accomodation at the Albany Hotel is optional 
for an additional £20. Transport will be provided to and from the hotel. 

The campus is adjacent to the University Station on the Longbridge line from Birmingham, 
New Street. 

Cheques should be made payable to 'University of Birmingham' and sent with an application 
form to Mr. Michael Stratton, Institute of Industrial Archaeology, Ironbridge Gorge Museum, 
Ironbridge, Telford, Shropshire. TF8 7AW. Application forms may be obtained from the same 
address. Programmes, for both days, are included on the application forms. 
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Dr. Ivor Brown has recently been awarded an Ernest Cook Fellowship by the Arkleton Trust, 
this Trust was founded by the grandson of Thomas Cook, founder of the travel agency. 

The Fellowship has been awarded to enable Dr. Brown "to study the economic value and 
environmental consequences of mines, quarries and other similar commercial operations in rural 
communities". 

In order to complete the Fellowship it will be necessary to spend about one month in a 
tourist and commercially orientated country like the U.S.A., a similar period in an undeveloped 
Continental country and a further period comparing the position found and assessing possibilities 
and the potential for development of rural areas of Britain. 

A special feature of the study will be the techniques and prospects of developing working 
mines and quarries as tourist attractions and of exploiting,commercially,mining 11ghost towns" and 
geological phenonema. 

The U.S.A. visit has just been completed involving travelling nearly 40oo miles mainly in 
the States of California and Arizona. Before the trip was undertaken a study was made of all 
gazetteers and tourist literature which indicated likely features of interest. The best of these, 
mines, quarries, specialist museums, ghost towns, wilderness areas and states parks were contacted 
and arrangements made for discussion on site. 

The tour was accomplished without any major difficulty, everyone proving to be most 
accommodating and extremely helpful. During the tour the following features were examined:-

National Parks and Wilderness Areas 
Mining Museums/Working Mines with underground •experience' 
Mining Museums/Working Mines without underground trip 
Open-pit mines with public interpretation facilities 
Ghost Towns (Jerome, Oatman, Calico and Columbia) 
Caves (Colossal, Dinosaur City - Grand Canyon) 
Natural and Geological phenonema 
Museums (Desert Museum, Pioneer Museums, Old Mint) 
Other features (including Disneyland, Indian Reser�ations, 
Ancient and Historical Sites, Tombstone, etc.) 

6 
6 
5 
5 
4 
2 
7 
3 

12 

The homeward journey was made heavily laden with notebooks, textbooks, public relations and 
tourist literature and paraphenalia, geological samples, photographs and coloured slides and 
numerous addresses of contacts. Much time will now have to be spent in analysing and correlating 
the information gained. 

Much of the work will, however, have to be left until the coming winter months since, as 
time permits, a similar study is being made of.British examples, although, of course, none of them 
appear on the same scale as their American counterparts. At the same time preparations are being 
made for the second foreign tour to take place later this year. This will probably be centred 
on Turkey an, as yet, underdeveloped Continental country but with considerable tourist potential. 

However, (which is not part of the study) Dr. Brown's professional. visit to India will 
undoubtedly provide much material for thought along these lines. There could hardly be a greater 
contrast than a tour in India followed by a tour in the U.S.A. 

As required by the terms of the Fellowship a report will be prepared in a form 11sui table 
for publication" and this should be available towards the end of 1983. 

IB. 

For Sal�. 

One brand-new pair of Whernside Caving/Mining Wellingtons, size 7, with Vibram Soles and 
Heels and re-inforced toecaps. Price £10 (cost new £16.50). 

Interested? Contact Evelyn Dixon at the Mining Museum, where the Wellingtons may be 
examined. 

ForestrJ Co:n.�ission 

There has been some concern, especially in Wales, that mining sites have been destroyed 
in the process of forestry work. In addition, access to some mines on F.C. ground has been 
stopped e.g. Pare !-line. As a result of action from NAMHO, representatives are meeting in Sept
ember with the Head Office of the Forestry Commission to attempt to work out a mutually agreeable 
formula for a national policy on mining sites on their land. No details are available at the 
time of going to press but the situation will be reported in the next News-letter. 
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Letter from Phil Wainwright 

As a professional mining surveyor,albeit somewhat out of practice,! would like to comment 
on the NAMHO Code of Surveying Practice in Newsletter No ZJ. 

1) Method of Surveying 
Where a mine entrance is in a fairly remote area with no 'Normal' fixing points,if the 

initial survey peg can be so positi0ned as to see at least J distant refenmcP. points 
(churches,chimneys,field boundaries,etc),bearings can be taken to these points and the 
position of the initial survey peg can be fixed by re-section,with a small trianglP. of 
P.rror quite acceptablP. for surveys of this nature. 

z) Horizontal Distances 
It is stated that 95% of errors are due to measuring error.This may well be so but 

such errors can be minimised by measuring at least twice,once in each direction and 
taking the average. 

J) Field Notes 
Why use a largP. book?Surely a normal type survP.y book (8" x 4") which can fit easily 

in the pocket.This will have two lines scribed vertically in the centre of the page for 
bearings and distances with spaces each side for offsets,details,etc. 

Why a maximum of two stations per page?I'he amount of information to be recorded should 
govern the number of survey stations per page. 

A possibility for wet conditions is a small hand-held tape recorder in a plastic bag. 
This really works quite well but make sure battP.ries are good and check by using play 
back regularly. 

4) Illumination of Compass 
As well as using a brass lamp for minimum deflection,for really accurate work do not 

even wear a wristwatch,metal buttons or even steel toecaps.Also ensure that the compass 
station is not nPar metal supports (this is the responsibility of the front leg man). 

5) Marking of Survey Stations 
Where wooden roof plu�s a.re used,flattened horse shoe nails with a small hole stamped 

in CP.ntre are very useful for hanging plumb bobs. 

6) Survey Equipment 
If three �lumb bobs are used instead of two,i.e. for compass station as well as 

foresight and backsight,a much more accurate survey will result since 'station position 
error' will be greatly reduced.Foresights and backsights are takP.n to lamp held 
centrally behind plumb bob line on illuminated plumb bob if using short sights. 

7) Grade 5 Survey 
This states "the maximum leg length should be JO metres,preferably less". This is quitP. 

wrong and against all surveying principles.The longer the sight,the fewer the number of 
survey stations and hence less likelihood of accumulated error. 

8) Survey Gradings 
Can someone please explain why the BCRA Survey Gradings are the reverse of what the 

'man in the mine' would expect.Surely a Grade lA survey or indeed a Grade lA anything 
is far superior to a JC or a .5D or a XB survey,etc,etc, 

I personally find this most confusing since it goes against all the basic rules in 
standards of accuracy.Neither can I accept the comment "that a Grade X Survey (previously 
Grade 7) i.e. using a theodolite,is not necessarily better than a Grade 6 Survey".So 
long as standard surveying care is taken in all cases,a theodolite survey� more 
accurate than a dial survey and this in turn is more accurate than a compass survey.In 
my opinion therefore the grading system would"'"'be much easier to understand if based on 
the following:-

Grade 
" 
.. 

" 

1 - Theodolite survey. 
2 - Mining Dial survey. 
J - Compass survey (using tri� od ) 
4 - Compass survey (hand held) 

etc,etc. 
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Likewise for detail indices:-

A - nla.ximum detail. 
B - survey station details. 

P.tC iP.tC, 

Finally,! strongly support the standardisation of surveying practice and mine plans 
and I trust mv comments will be of some help,although no doubt somP. of my views will,at 
the very lP.ast.�romote some discussion. 

(Phil's suggestions have been forwarded to NAMHO for discussion and,if accepted,may be 
incorporated into the Cade of Practice). 

Archival SourcP.s of Mining Documents 

ThP. !allowing list is intended to assist anyone researching into mining history of 
DerbyshirP..It is impossible to list individual items but the sources concerned will have 
thP.ir own indexes. These are ones open to thP. public but there are a number of private · 

collections in adQition to which access is restricted,it is suggested that you exhaust the 
possibilities of the following before trying elsewhP.re. 

Derbyshire hecords Office c/o County Offices,Matlock. 

Devonshire Collection. 
Brooke-Taylor Collection. 
Gell Collection. 

Derbyshire County Library c/o County Offices,M�tlock. 

!'DMHS Collection. 
BCRA Collection. 
Barmasters Collection. 
Derbyshire TimP.s (on microfilm from about 1840). 
Woolley Manuscripts (microfilm and index) . 

SheffiP.ld City Library Surrey St,Sheffield. 

Bagshawe Collection. 
Barker Collection. 

John Rylands Library c/o University of Manchester. 

Ba.gshawe Collection. 

Derby Refer6�Ce Library The Strand,Derby. 

WoollP.y Manuscript� {on microfilm). 
Derbyshire Times (on microfilm). 

Ilkeston Library Market Place,Ilkeston. 

Meerbrook Sough records. 

Clie of the long-tP.rm plans of NAMHO is to compile a registry of archival sources.It 
has been decided that initially the local NAMHO rep will compile a registry of sources in 
their i111111P.diate area,these will P.ventually bP. compilP.d into a national record.Such a record 
will include all private sources as well as public record offices. 

It is realised thPt the wishP.s of private sources must be respected,since access to 
documents must be restricted to a certain extent.However,it is important that the source 
is known about so that valuablP. items are not lost at some i·uture date.To this em,it 
would be appreciated. if members would assist by notifying thP.ir NAMHO rep (Adrian Pearce) of 
a:ny sources not quoted above that they are aware of.Any privatP. sources with restriction of 
access will be treated in confidence.hemeaber that the ulti111ate aim is a national scheme so 
they need not be restricted to Derbyshire.You 111ay know of sources in other parts of the 
country which may not be picked up by the appropriate NAMHO rep, it is better to havP. an 
overlap than miss something. 
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For your address book. 

Mr. Robert Collins and his wife run a guest house at Sandhill House, Gunnislake, Cornwall 
and would welcome anyone interested in mining history. 

He is interested in the subject himself and can arrange long weekends (or longer) as a 
study course, with lectures by'local experts on idustrial archaeology, mineralogy and geology 
as well as visits to local mines, including Devon Great Console. 

Five Society representatives recently attended a reception organised by the Chairman of 
Derbyshire County Council to say th�ou to the various voluntary groups who have carried out 
shaft capping in recent years. A number of organisations were there·including the Army who 
recently did a project at Hassop. Pttfil.S was the first group to carry out shaft capping in 1974 
when a group of shafts on the Heights of Abraham were ma.de safe following an incident in which a 
young boy fell down one. 

'.!;he Manx Mining Marathon. 

Saturday, 24th. July 1982 saw 8 members of PDMHS toard the ferry 'Manx Maid' for a crossing 
ot the Isle of Man that was so calm as to be boring. Once on the Island we met members of the 
Manx Hines Research Group, who took some time to appreciate that most of the PDMHS party had never 
set foot on the Island before. and that we wanted a general 'look- around' before descending to 
the depths of the mines. 

During the fortnight we visited the major mining sites, most of which have already been 
reported on by Adrian Pearce and Geoff Rose (Bull. PDMHS Vol. 7, No. 4 - Oct. 1979). In some 
cases we can add to their findings, in other cases we would disagree with them; we hope to report 
more fully in a fu��re Bulletin. 

At the Great Laxey Hine we made descents of the Engine Shaft, Welch Shaft and Agneash Shaft. 
The Engine Shaft is blocked at 70 ft. but we were able to verify some details concerning the 
pump-rod system. The depth of the Welch Shaft was variously quoted at between 120 ft. and 180 ft. 
it all depends where you start from - but was successfully laddered to adit level where the main 
artefact to be seen was a Balance Beam for the Engine Shaft pump-rods nearly 50 ft. long. The 
Agneash Shaft is nearly 360 ft. deep to the Adit (below which it is blocked) and was descended 
by ·powered winch. Over 1000m. of survey of the adit was made which, rather than confirming the 
original mining plan, has thrown us into further confusion. 

An invitation was extended to the M.H.R.G., and their guests, to descend the Agneash Shaft 
on our winch, as they had so far failed to reach the bottom using SRT with three ropes knotted 
together. This invitation was released to the media and, in the idiom of 'send three and four
pence, we're going to a dance', the front page of the Isle of Man Courier invited all and sundry 
to abandon mowing the lawn for the weekend and descend the mine. The result was a very justifiable 
threat by the landowner to close the shaft. This incident shows the importance of proper 
communications and the difficulties of organisation when the people concerned are spread between 
London, Derbyshire and the Isle of Man. 

• 

However, some good publicity for mining history was obtained, with a five day exhibition 
of photographs, samples. tools, etc. in the Glen Hotel at Laxey and a description on Manx Radio 
by reporter Charles Guard of his descent down Agneash Shaft. The two weeks holiday was not 
devoted entirely to mining - we seem to have aroused an interest in snorkelling and aqua-lung 
diving, but I'm still waiting for the fishermen in the party to bring me just one honest, fresh
caught, fishl 

Andy Gillings. 

VOUJNT.EERS RF.QUIRED. 

Underground Exploration? Are you getting enough? Small group operating most weekends 
under Wirksworth, Middleton and adjoining area - fully equipped, winch, ropes, ladders, etc., 
with some •mouth-watering' access agreements, wish to recruit a limited number of enthusiasts 
aged 16 to 601 Contact Roy Paulson, Tel; Plumtree (06077) 2457. 

It has recently been discovered that there is a Barmasters Book for the Brassington 
l.iberty in private hands.This covers the period from May 1792 t� June 1802 and contains 
ore measurements for the mines.The owner,Mr J.D.Slack of 4J,St Johns St,Wirksworth,does 
not mind researchers inspecting the book at his home.Please however write first to get 
pPrmission and to make an appointment,als0 include a S.A.E. 
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Clearwell Caves & Ancient Iron Mines 
Near Coleford in the Forest of Dean,one discovers an area of Carboniferous deposits. 

The top layer is of WhitehRad Lime:stone and below this is Dolomite.B.Rtween the two is a 
further layer known as Crease· Limestone which is corrupted from an ancient British word 
meaning a box or cavity.Due to tts boxy nature, it allowed water to cut through much easier 
than the layers abovR and below and large caverns were formed.During the Triassic period 
(180 million years ago) iron was brought down in solution and formed the deposits which 
were later mined to great effect. 

Some of the old mining terms are derived from CP.ltic words and this seems to indicate 
that mining took place here long before the Roman conquest.A set of mining laws seems to 
have developed in a similar way to Derbyshire. and there was a 'Gaveller' (equivalent to 
our Barmaster) who looked after the mineral rights for the Crown.A miner's lease was called 
a 'Gale' and the old excavations called 'Scowles'. 

Mining techniques seem to have been restricted to the use of the pick and firesetting 
and all ore was carried out manually by women and children.They used wooden boxes called 
'Billies' held over the back with a leather strap and a piece of wood known as a 'Billy 
CAtcher' .The latter was shaped to the contours of the body with a groove at the end to 
hook under the belt. Each Billy could hold up to �wt of iron ore. It is said that to speed 
their journey to the surface,small lumps of ore would be tossed between the carrier's back 
and the Billy.Being unable to take the Billy off,they would hav·e to hurry to the surface 
to ease the discomfort!The latter days of the mine's life saw some improvemments with the 
introduction of a com�r�boOr and generator - the engines of which still remain. 

Due to the availability of timber,cha.rcoal furnaces were used to smelt thP iron on 
site and 72 furnaces were in operation at the time of peak production.This was during the 
Ed.wardian wars of the thirteenth century and th�re was an 3Iffiaments centre neaby at St. 
Briavels.Following this date,competition over the timber for shipbuilding meant that the 
smelting industry declined.A revival came in 1795 when coke,derived from local coal,was 
used for smelting.Between 1846 and 1900 some 62,000 tons of ore were extracted from the 
mine and a further J,000 tons were taken during the First World War.After this,mining was 
restricted to obtaining Red Ochre for the paint industry. 

Today,the mines have been turned into a museum and show mine and 8 of the caverns are 
open to the public as we�l as the engine house.They are open from lOam to 5pm every day 
except Mondays and Saturdays, from Easter to th� end of September. Gu j d P.d t.ours can however 
be booked at any time by prior notice.The site is it miles from Co1eford,turn off the 
B4228 a� the Lambsquay Hotel towards Clearwell where the site is signposted. 

National Shaft Databank 
Some members may have heard of proposals from local government authorities for the 

setting up of a national registry of disused mine shafts of all types.A num�er of bodies 
were consulted including professional bodies,mineral interests and NAMHO.A working party 
has now come up with a draft report "To agree on a standard system for notation of county 
based records on locations of disuse<l mine shafts,adits and other mine entrances 
associated with all types of mineral workings".This is to be submitted for endorsement by 
Local Authority Associations and the Dept of Environment. 

The records �re intended for the use of land owners,developP.rs,historical research 
and Local Authorities �e planning and building control regulations.It is stated that mining 
of some sort· has been carried out in every county of.the British Isles although it is 
obviously concentrated in certain areas.Preliminary statistics show that there are over 
lOC,080 disused coal shafts in the country and on a local level 50,000 - 100,000 metal 
min� shafts + 7,500 coal shafts in Derbyshire,J,000 of all ty.1:'8S around Leeds and 12,000 
metal mine shafts in Cornwall.Of the latt�r,it has been estimated �nat 12% of Cornwall is 
underlain by mine wor�ings and 70% of the shafts are no longer visible.The seriousness of 
th� problem can thus be appreciated. 

ThP N.C.B. keeps its own registers of coal shafts but other potential sources of 
information on shafts are 0.S. maps,abandoned mine plans from H & SE,mineral operators,I.G.S., 
British Rail,British Waterways,private archives,County Record Offices,mining engineers, 
solicitors,estate agents,mining courts and mining history societies. 

The main recommendations are :-
1
2

) Records to be based on County or Metropolitan Councils. 
) To be coordinated by the Dept of Environment and Local Authority Associations. 

43) To oe financed f:t:om Cen�ral Government. 
\ To be in the form of a data card and 1/2500 map. 

5) Im�erial Units to be used for depth and diameter. 
6) Aban�on4i Mine Plans to be disseminated from H & SE in.London to Regional offices of the 

Dept of Environment. 

D�rbyshir� County Council has been a pioneer in this work having already started such 
a databank of local shafts.Their system has in fact been recommended as the basis for the 
national system. 
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Shaft Cappin0 in Derbyshire 

ThP. Public Protection Committee of Derbyshire County Council first became concerned 
about open mine shafts in DerbyshirP. following a number of incidents during 1973/74.The 
problP.m is quite immense since mining has been carried out in the County for hundreds of 
years and a good P.xample is on Bonsall Moor (map rP.f SK/2657) where there are over 500 
mining feat·ures within a square kilometre. 

Shaft capping is very labour intensive and it was quickly decided that the most 
economical and safe way was to use concrete railway sleepers.Two types are used viz. main 
line sleepers of 5.5cwt and sidings slP.epers of J.5-4.5cwt (those who have handled these 
can appreciate the use of the latter when available!).The slP.epers are obtained from 
British Rail by tender at 90p-£1-50 each.La.rgP.r shafts are too big for sleepers and in 
these cases 'Tembo' pre-stressed concrete beams are used for the appropriate length.These 
are more expensive and cost £9 per metre length being zft wide and lft deep. 

The first capping scheme was in August 1974 by PDMHS volunteers on Masson hillside. 
Since this time there have been a number of shafts capped by volunteers,the Council 
providing the sleepers which are kept at storage sites tnroughout the County.In 1976 the 
D.C.C. carried out a pilot scheme near Cromford using its own employees and followed this 
up in 1978 with a Job Creation Programme.In recent years individual YDMHS members have 
carried out their own contract,all of the above J schemes resulting in a large number of 
shafts being completed.Statistics from 1974 to February 1981 show the following numbers 
of shafts capped:-

219 
169 
L;.09 
426 

23 
29 
52 

109 

voluntary organisations / individuals. 
Derbyshire County Council own employees. 
Job Creation Programme 1978. 
FDMHS Contract 1979/80. 
Probation Service. 
British Trust for Conservation volunteers. 
mineral companies ( using materials from D.C.C.). 

" " ( at own expense). 

Total � 1,327. 

Of the ones done by volunteers 

Done 
l4E" 

25 
46 

219 

Fending 
17 

5 
16 
11 
55 

FDMHS. 
other mining societies. 
individuals / farmers. 
Territorial kcmy. • 

There ar� still a lot of shafts to cap,if you have a project in an area where there 
are open shafts please cap them with sleepers before they are filled or destroyed.In this 
way access can be maintained for the future and lanQowners' good will ensured.The D.C.C. 
will provide sleepers free of charge if you provide the labour.You are normally expected 
to pick up the sleepers from one of the storage sites but if you have special problems 
they may consider delivering them to site.For advice contact Phil Wainwright at the County 
Cffices in Matlock T .Matlock Jl+ll Ext 7194. 

On lst July last,6 PDMHS representatives were among a gathering of organisations which 
have carried out shaft capping on a voluntary basis over the years.These were invited to 
a receptinn at the County Offices when the Chairman of the County Council and other officers 
expressed a thankyou for their efforts. 

It was recently announced that SPO Minerals Ltd has been put into the hands of the 
Official Receiver with reported debts of £1 million.This comes as a blow to the local 
barytes firm after having recently won planning permission for a large operation near 
Middleton.The director,R.Sprinkel,blames the breakdown of machinery in thP. processing plant 
which stopped production.This has now been repaired but apparently too late.The company, 
which also owns the private Doe Lea Colliery,is said to be still a viable proposition and 
it is possible that it may be sold complete if the right price is forthcoming. 

The company also was the first one in Britain recently to be prosecuted by the H & SE 
under the new Control of Lead at Work Regulations.Two employees in the plant are said to 
have contracted lead poisoning and dust levels were over 200 times the accepted limit.The 
company was fined £1000. 
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For Sale: 

Bulletins - Some back numbers of the Bulletin are available from Mr. H.R. Leech, 
37 Rockbourne Avenue, Woolton, Liverpool L25 4TQ. All enquires to this address please enclosing 
a SAE for reply. 

BOOK REVIEW. 

Geologists and the History of Geology - An International Bibliography from the Origins to 1978, 
compiled and edited by W.A.S. Sarjeant, published by Macmillan, in 5 volumes, 4526 pages, 1980. 
Price £250.00. 

Our illustrious founder member, Prof. Bill Sarjeant,has put together his life's work on 
the bibliography of geology in this massive reference work. There is nothing else like it in 
geological literature, and it ought to be in every scientific library. It has been organised 
by both topics and countries and attempts to cover all western languages. Bill estimates a 
coverage of 8C% of all items published for most sections, but he is a little we�k on mining 
history both in Europe and America. What it really does provide is a limited biography of their 
professional work by some thousands of geologists. Doubtless much of it is accurate and complete, 

but, when faced with something like this to review, one looks up one's own entry, and here I 
find that he has my date of birth wrong by seven years (those who wish to push premature retire
ment upon me wouldfind this interesting), and he has missed a couple of my relevant publications. 

Still if you get the chance to see this impressive work, it is worth a few hours browsing 
at least. And if you are doing research into the history and development of geology it is an 
essential reference work. 

TDF. 

Material for January News-letter. 

The 'dead-line' for material to be included in the next edition of the News-letter, due 
for publication the first week of January 1983 is December 14th . 1982. 

Please send your articles, photographs, letters, etc. to:-

Iain Butler, 19 Albany Court, Stapleford, Nottingham. Tel: Sandiacre 398069 

or 

Adrian Pearce, 34 Madison Avenue, Chaddesden, Derby. Tel: Derby 670721 
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